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Brand: Capit Product Code: CSD043

CAPIT PROFESSIONAL SUIT DRYER
Capit Professional Suit Dryer & Warmer, Black Colour - 230V with Australian & New Zealand Power Plug.

As can be understood from the name, it born to dry the motorcycle rider leather suits and/or car driver textile suits (but it can be used
for different clothing).

Even this product offers the double option hot/cold air, so it can dry one suite in very short time (impossible with cold air only), and one
excellent ventilation flow.

This article is made with ABS shell and aluminum components so it is strong and light in same time. Suit Dryer is designed to
optimize performance and use in all conditions and it has been tested with some of the best riders in the World Championships to
improve comfort and avoid any problems risks top the suit.

This products combines the beautiful appearance and excellent performance typical of the "Made in Italy" but without high price.

This item has been designed to truely and effectively solve one of the most annoying problems for anyone wearing a race suit: A DRY
SUIT!

The unit has a selectable switch on the front to choose between hot and cold air.

This model is for 240V Australian and New Zealand region however it is also available in 110V and various power plugs for different
regions, just ask us!
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